Pro Diffusion screen (professional cast material) – a grey tint rear projection screen – providing unparalleled image quality and perfect colour reproduction. This unique screen technology recreates a high definition TV quality image, similar to that of Plasma Screen, making it the ideal solution for all video applications. One matt surface and one gloss surface (reversible) and the only diffusion screen technology providing true 180° visibility.

A hand cast screen technology offering superior image quality in relation to extruded or coated screens. Pro Diffusion offers high gain and high contrast making it ideal for all rear projection applications. A reversible material with a gloss surface for TV quality images or a matt surface to eliminate reflections from other light sources.

**FEATURES**
- Transmission - 74%
- Peak Gain - 4.7
- Horizontal half gain - +/-30°
- Vertical half gain - +/-30°
- Viewing angle 180°
- Thickness - 3mm
- Weight - 3.4kg per M²
- Colour - Neutral grey

**BENEFITS**
- Diffusion screen (rigid acrylic)
- Standard screen sizes 30" - 138"
- Custom sizes & shapes available
- Hand-cast material
- Reversible surface
- Wide viewing angles (H&V)
- 8mm version available up to 200°

**APPLICATIONS**
- POS displays
- Advertising screens
- Window displays
- Information displays
- Exhibitions & conferences
- Bars & restaurants
- Sports & leisure centres
- Transport networks

**ACCESSORIES**
- Cable suspension system
- Weighted suspension system
- Extrusion bars
- Aluminium frames
- Portable display stands
- Soundpod
- Interactive touch foil
- IR touch bezels